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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ______ Z rneter ____________ ______ m foot (or mile) ___ ______ ft. (or mi.) 
T ime ________ t second ___ ______________ s second (or hour) __ 
- --
sec. (or hr.) 
Force _____ ___ F weight of 1 k iJogram _____ kg weight of 1 pOllnd_ 
- -
lb. 
Power ______ _ P horsepower (metric) ___ __ 
----------
horsepower ___ ________ hp. 
Speed ___ ____ V {kilometers per hOUL ____ _ k.p.h. miles per hOllL ___ ____ m.p .h. meters per second ___ ____ m.p.s. feet per second ________ f.p .s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft .jsec.2 
ltV Mass=-
9 
Moment of inertia=mk2. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
II, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-4-s2 a t 
15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib .-ft.-4 sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb ./cu. ft . 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressUTe=4 p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient CL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient CD = ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient CDO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient CDt=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient CD1J=~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Cc = q~ 
Q, 
Q, 
III 
p-' 
!J. 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model aU'foil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal preSSUTe at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressUTe coefficient (ratio of distance 
of C.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute lmeasUTed from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
R, Resultant force 
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SUMMARY 
Recent electrical and mechanical improvements have 
been made in the equipment developed at the National 
Bureau oj Standards j or the measurement oj fluctuations 
oj air speed in turbulent flow. Data usejul in the design 
oj similar equipment are p1·esented. The design oj recti-
fied alternating-cuTrent power supplies jor such apparatus 
is treated briefly, and the effect oj the poweT supplies on 
the performance oj the equipment is discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The demand for e).'}Jerimental data on flu ctuations of 
au' speed in turbulent air flow till continues, and the 
hot-wire anemometer remains the tool most frequently 
used in the attempt to m.eet this demand. In three 
earlier papers (references 1, 2, and 3) the development 
of the equipment used at the ational Bureau of Stand-
ards has been described in some detail as has also i ts 
application to variou turbulent-flow inve tigations. 
Since the publication of reference 3 further investiga-
tions have been conducted (references 4, 5, 6, and 7). 
The apparatus de cribed in reference 3 ha been exten-
ively changed so that its use is simplified and its per-
formance improved. It was therefore felt desirable to 
publish a description of the revi ed equipment and to 
provide certain design data that might be of use to 
designers of imilar apparatus . The paper first de-
scribes the improved equipment now in use at the 
J ational Bureau of Standards, gives a brief treatment 
of the design of power supplies for snch apparatus, and 
discLl e the effect of the power upply on the per-
formance of the amplifier. 
Recapitulation of the inf rrnation contained in refer-
ence 3 has been avoided as mueh as possible, so that the 
0ntire paper may be considered a continuation of the 
earlier one. The work was canied ou tat the National 
Bureau ot Standards with the cooperation and financial 
support of the National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics. 
The author wishes to acknowledge the valuable as-
sistanee and advice received from the other members 
of the staff of the Aerodynamical Physics ection during 
the de ign and construction of the apparatus and in the 
preparation of this papel'. 
I. THE NEW NATIONAL BUREAU OF 
STANDARDS EQUIPMENT 
As tated in reference 3, the as embly of equipment 
used for measurement of air- peed fluctuations consists 
of five parts: (1) the wire itself; (2) a Wheat tone 
bridge for measurement oI the wire resistance at room 
temperature; (3) an apparatu with suitable switching 
arrangements for supplying the wire with heating cur-
rent, measuring the voltage drop across the wire at 
varioLls air speeds for calibration purpo es, and, finally, 
transferring the fluctuating voltage drop across the 
wire to the amplifier input; (4) a suitable amplifying 
y tem, incluuing the req ui ite compen ation for the 
amplitude reduction and phase lag of the hot-wire; and 
(5) a final measuring in trument. 
Improvement of thi equipment has been effected 
tluough sllnplification of operation and maintenance 
rather than by mouification of the ba ic principle. 
The major change has been the sub titution of rectified 
alternating-current power upplies for the battery 
upplies previously u ed. This and other changes that 
have been made will be considered eparately for each 
component of the assembly. 
Figure 1 is a photograph of the present apparatu ; 
figure 2 is an outline drawing with the variou compo-
nents identified. 
HOT WIRES 
The hot-wire remains as nearly a possible pure 
platinum 0.015 mm in diameter and 4 to mJU long. 
Recent inve tigations (reIerence 7) indicate the advis-
ability of u ing short wires; thereIorc the present hot 
wires are 11 ua11y 5 nun or less in length, whereas for-
merly 8 mm was the usual length. Welding till proves 
to be the mo t satisfactory method of attaching the hot-
wU'e to its supporting prong although, when the wire 
is used in a slack condition, ordinary oft soldering 
has been fau'ly atisfactory. 
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE 
The Wheat tone bridge u cd for measLll'ing the resist-
ance of the hot-wire at room temperature remains 
ullchm gecl. It i a standard laboratory appliance. 
1 
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FIGURE I.-General vIew of tho alternating·current apparatus. 
---------- - - ----
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CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
The apparatus for upplying and measuring the heat-
ing current, measuring the menn voltage drop across 
the hot-wire, and transferring the flu ctuating voltage 
drop acro s the hot-wire to the amplifier r emains essen-
tially the ame a described in references 1, 2, and 3 as 
far a the electrical circuit is concerned, although i ts 
mechanical arrangement has been modified in the 
interests of ea e of manipulation. The only electrical 
change i the sub titu tion of a two-circuit nonlocking 
push button for the single-circui t galvanometer key 
formerly used. This substitution allow the reference 
battery circuit, as well as the galvanometer circuit, to 
remain open except when a reading of the galvnnometer 
is to be taken and greatly reduces the dl'nin on the 
reference battery, making po sible the use of tanclard 
no. 6 dry cells in tead of a storage battery . 
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lowest noise in the first stage and highest amplification 
in the second and third stages were obtained with the 
combination shown. It wa not determined whether 
this resul t was due to inherent clifl'erences between the 
tube type or merely to individual differences between 
the pnrticular tube nvailable for t rial. In another 
nmplifier a different combination might prove superior. 
An incidental advantage of the new tubes is that in the 
first two stao-es, where the voltage to be amplified is 
qui te low, a ati factory gricl bias may be obtained 
from a 1.S-volt flashlight-type dry cdi inser(,ecL in 
series with the cathode. Thi arrangement allows the 
grid resistor to be connected dircctly to ground, which 
in t mn makes it possible to plnce the amplification 
control directly in the grid circuit wherc it acts also as 
the grid resistor. The grid bia of the third stage was 
made adjustable becuu e of the larger input voltages 
enco untered by this tube. 
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FIGt:ItE 2.-0utline drawing o( the alternating-current apparatus. 
AMPLIFIER 
The fourth unit of the apparatus, the amplifier, has 
been completely redesigned electrically, a may be 
seen from the schematic circuit diagram of the entire 
equipment (fig. 3). 
TUBES A D GRID BIAS 
For the previollsly used type 224 tetrode tubes, a 
type 77 pentode has been ubstituted in the first taO'e 
and type 606 pento cl es in the second and third stages. 
These tubes have somewhat superior characteristics to 
the ones that they replace. The improved characteris-
tics result in con idera bly increased gain per tage and, 
because of the pentode construction of the tubes, they 
are much less eriticnl in regnrd to screen grid voltage. 
Although the e I ntocle uppo edly have nearly 
identical elec(,rical characteristics, i t was fOll nd that 
AMPLlFICATIO CO TROL 
The u e of an amplification control i ' nece ary be-
cause of the wiele range of voltage to be measured. 
The location of thi control in the circuit i dictated h)-
consideration of protection of the tubes from overload 
and the maintenance of a high ratio of amplified yoltage 
to noise. The noi e i an important factor becau c i ts 
magnitude determine the malle t "oltage that may be 
measmed, while overloading ets the limit for the 
largest. 
Tile most important source of noi e in an amplifier i 
the fir t tube and the circuits a ociatecl with it. Noise 
orio-inating in the tuhe i 
electron emi sion from 
cl uce fI uetuations in the 
circuit noise may be clue 
caused by irreguhtrities in 
the cathode, which pro-
plate current. .~ssociatecl 
Lo Lhcnnal agiL,ttion in tIl e 
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input circuit or nuctuation in the power-supply volt-
aO"e . Of these, input circui t noise will be negligible 
becau e of the comparatively low inpu t resistnnce (usu-
ally less than 10 ohms), and power-supply yol tnge 
fluctuation may be made negligible by propel" design, 
leaving only the tube noise a efl"ective. 
ince this noi e originates in the l)late ci:rcui t of the 
first tube, i t is important that full 1I e be made of the 
amplification of that tube in order that the voltnge to be 
measurcd may arrive at thi point as large as pos ible 
relative to the noise originating tllere. This require-
ment means that the amplification control mllst not he 
INPUT CIRCUI TS 
from one tap to the next the amplification is changed 
by a factor of 2, the total range of control being 64:l. 
In the prC\-iou equipment this amplification con trol 
acted also a. the load resistnnce of the first tube and 
therefore had in cries with it the in tel"TI nlresi tance of 
the plate-voltage so urce. This so urc was a bank of 
lead-acid storage cells, and their very low internal 
resistance did not greatly afl"ect the calibra tion of the 
amplification control. In the case of the pre ent ap-
pnratus, however, it was ciesired to use rectified alter-
nnting current for the plate-voltage supply and, be-
cause of the much greater internal resi tance of this 
OUTPUT CIRCUIT 
Oulpul meier 
Thermo elemen: I . r0J 
To A. F oscilla lor Key ,~ 
JOO n 
B%nce meier 
40 11 . lO lL -10 ft 
FIGcHI- 3.-Schemalic circuit d iagram 01 Lbe apparatus. 
placed ahead of the fir t tube. On the other hand, if the 
amplification control is not plaeed in the circui t ahead 
of the second tube, tbe large amplification of the first 
stage may cau e overloading of the second or following 
stage when large values of turbulence are measured. 
Th e nmplification control is tberefore located between 
the first and econd stages of the amplifier, as in the 
previous equipmen t. The present nmplifier, ho\\"e\'er, is 
clin'erent in that this control is in the grid Cil·cuit or the 
second stage rather than in the plaLe circuit or Lli e first 
stag!:'. It con ists of a I"e isto r or J ,600,000 0 11 illS . Th e 
total resistance has taps so located tbat by witching 
supply, the ampli:fication control was moved to the 
grid circuit of the second tube. 
Another advantage of thi arrangement is tha t the 
pos ibility of a change in calibration due to uneq ual 
heating of the resi tors is reduced because no direct 
plate current 1I0w tbTough the control. Furthermore, 
a now arrang!:'d, the coupling condenser is now always 
at the lo,,-est possible vol tage, which reduces the chance 
of ('oncle n erlcuknge wiLlI ils nttenclnnL change in grid 
bias alJd aJllplification. As a resul t of Lhi.s alt!:'nlLion , 
the presen t control changes Lhc gain by a factor of 
exactly 2 per step. 
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COMPENSATION CIRCUIT 
The only electrical change in the compensation cir-
cuit is the return of one terminal to ground rather than 
to the high-potential end of the plate resistor . This 
change reduces the direct-current voltage drop across 
the circuit, with consequent reduction in direct current 
thr'ough the circuit, and the possibility of leakage 
through the capacitor coupling th e circuit to the follow-
ing tube. It also allows one terminal of the resistor 
controlling the compensation to bc grounded, which 
somewhat simplifie the mechanical construction. 
In the foregoing di eussion of the compensation cir-
cuit, as well as in the discussion of the amplifica tion 
control circuit , the importance of reducing coupling 
capacitor leakage has been stressed. With the large 
capacitances required, space limitations dicta te the use 
of paper dielectric capacitors that have insula tion prop-
erties inferior to the more bulky mica dielectric capaci-
tor. Undesirable effects, such as noise and yal'iable 
amplification that may result from the use of paper 
coupling condensers, may be reduced by lowering the 
voltaO'e across them. Any circuit changes, therefore, 
that \,,'ill reduce the potential difference acro the coup-
ling capacitors will be an improyement. 
OUTPUT STAGES 
Reference to figure 3 will show tha t the ou tpu t tage 
of the pre ent amplifier differ markedly from the ar-
rangements u ed in previous equipmen t. ince it is 
de ired to mea ure only the alternating-current output 
[rom the amplifier, it is necessary to provide ome 
mean for keeping the direct plate current of the output 
tubes from flowing thr'ough the measuring instrument. 
Three general mean to this end e,,-ist: first, the 
use of a transformer to couple the meLer to the Oll tpu 1, 
tube 01' tube; second, the 1I e of a "bucking-ollt" 
battC'ry so cOllilected that it suppli s across U] e meter 
a direct voltage drop equal and oppo ite to that celU sed 
by the direct pl ate current of the output t ube; third, 
the lise of some balan ced system, such a that employed 
in the present equipm nt, so arranged that the meter 
is connected acros points of equal direct voltage but 
unequal alternating voltage. 
A transformer has the advantages of implicity and 
complete elimination of direct curront throu g:h the 
meter, but unfortunately it is not possible, at present, 
to obtain a transformer that will give uniform output 
over the range of desired frequencies- namely, from 
Ie s than 5 to over 5,000 cycles per second . 
The second sy tem, the use of a bucking potential, 
has been used in the previous equipment with succes . 
However, it generally r equires a battery of some sor t, 
and one of the reasons for construction of the apparatus 
described herein was to elimina te, as far as po sihlc, all 
batteries. In addition to the Iluisa nce of ha tte ry 
maintenance, a battery system has the disadvantage 
L _____ _ 
of requiring careful adjustment of the operating voltages 
and currents of the output tube to such values that 
the direct-current voltage drop across the meter is 
equal to some voltage that may be conveniently ob-
tained from a dry-cell battery; that is, some multiple 
of 1.5 volts. Otherwise some form o[ varinbleresistance 
must be incorporated in the circuit so that the bucking 
voltage may be made equal to the voltage drop across 
the meter. The use o[ a resistance [or this purpose un-
avoidably in erts 1'e istancc in series wiLh the measuring 
instrument, with resultan t 10 s in sene itiviLy and a 
change in sensitivity with change in "bucking-battery" 
voltage during the life of the battery. 
The third ystem, the use of a balanced or "push-pull" 
stage as in the present equipment, eliminates the "buck-
ing-battery" troubles. It also offers the advantages 
of greater alternating-current output and independence 
of balance on tube operating yoltages and currents as 
long as both tubes operate under the same conditions 
of input voltage and supply voltage. In practice 
this ystem is balanced for no direct-current through 
the meter as follows: The load resistors in the tube 
plate circuits are fir t adjusted to the same resistance, 
and the contact arm of the balance adjusting resistor 
between them (fig. 3) is set on the midpoint. The 
plate currents of the two tubes are then made equal to 
each other, and to the desired value, by means of the 
independent grid voltage control. These operations 
having been performed, the output meter circuit is 
attached, and the direct-current balance meter observed. 
If this meter then shows no current, the balance is 
correct. If some current is indicated, a slight readjust-
ment of the grid biases should be made. Small un-
balances may be corrected by means of the balance 
adjusting re i tor beb\"een the plate resi tors. A final 
check on the balance i made by applying an alternating 
voltage of magnitlld · j 11 t less than that causing over-
load of the amplifier. If the balance remains correct 
under this condition, the output stage is in proper 
adjustmffi1 t. If the stnge becomes till balanced, dissimi-
larity of the tube is indicated, and other tubes must 
be tried until a matched pair is found. Practically no 
troubJe o[ this nature has been experienced. 
Experiments have hown that the most suitable 
operating condition for the output stage of the balanced 
type differ somewhat [rom those of the single-tube 
type. In the in tance of the single-tube output ampli-
fier used in the previous amplifier (reference 3), the 
grid voltage was adjusted so that the tube operated 
on the straight portion of its curve of grid voltage-plate 
current characteri tic, the "class A" mode of operation, 
in 'which the average plate current is constant. With 
the balanced or "push-pun" type, however, it has been 
fou nd that best operation is obtained when the adjust-
ment is more nearly that of thc "cia B" mode, the 
grid bia es being adju ted so that the tubes operate 
neal' plate CUlTent cut-off. (See fig. 4 (a).) 
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vVhen so operated, the average plate current is not 
con tant but varies with the applied alternating voltage. 
The distortion that would result if a single tube were 
used under these condi tions is avoided by the "push-pull" 
connection. Attempts to operate the tubes with les 
grid bias and higher plate current lead to a higher am-
plification but to a reduced range of input voltage for 
which a linear relation exists between inpu t voltage 
and output curren t. (See fig. 4 (b).) The best bias, 
depending as it does on the type of tube u ed, the 
plate voltage available, and the load condi tion e:-rist-
ing, should be determined by trial for each par ticular 
in tallation . For preliminary desiO"n purposes the bias 
may be approximated quite closely by extending the 
straigh t portion of the curve of dynamic grid bias-plate 
current characteri t ic until it intersects the aAris of zero 
plate current. The grid bias at which this in tersection 
takes place i then that bias which will give the bal-
anced amplifier a linear characteristic over the grea test 
range of input voltage. This is the adjustment illus-
trated by figure 4 ea) . 
Tube 1'- ' 
· 1-- --- -----------
Opera ling 
poinf.,- .. 
I 
Dynamic eg - i p 
charac lerisl ic 
of sin gle 
l ube - - -
Opera~ : Dynamic 
"- fing -1 : choracler-~ P70inl --c' IS tiCS o f 
~ . , : push-pull 
a \' __ 1_:!.l age 
'- I 
:0 , " Tube 2 
.s ' 
, I ::, , 
j;n~r;;~~:t:; C),I )/: - - · toperot';7g poinl 
o --- I : push-pull s f : g e :.: 
Tub~ 2 Applied a. c . (a) 
gnd voltage 
A;pl/ed ; c (b) 
gnd vo l l a ge 
FIGc llE ·I.-~ [ode of operation 01 output amplifier . 
In the instance of the balanced output amplifier stage 
now in use at the National Burea u of Standards, type 
2A3 tu be are u ed beca use of their very high mutual 
conductance . Thi chara cteristic O"ives a large change 
in plate current for a given change in grid voltage . 
F ur thermore, their low pIa te impedance allows a rea-
sonable match betwcen meter-circuit impedance and 
tube impedance without the necessity of insertion of 
excessive resistance in serie with th e meter in order to 
a void di tortion. With the e tu bes and a plate voltage 
of 400 volt the best operation is obtained when the 
grid bias i EO adjusted that the plate current of each 
tube is abou t 5 milliamperes withou t input voltage. 
When inpu t voltage i applied the plate curren t in-
creases, becoming approximately 25 milliamperes per 
tu be at maximum allowable input. 
PHASE INVERTER 
The use of a balanced output s tage in troduces an 
additional problem not encountered in the previoLl 
equipment. Because of the manner in which they are 
connected, the tubes of the balanced amplifier require 
inpu t vol tages exactly equal in magnitude and wave 
shape, but 180° apar t in pha e. In an ordinary am-
plifier these voltage would b obtain ed by u ing a 
coupling trn,nsformer having a con ter-tapped secondary, 
the grid of the balanced amplifier being connected to 
the opposite ends of this secondary winding. Since 
transformers are not u able at the lower frequencie 
under considera tion, recourse mu t be had to some 
other method. 
One such method that ha proved very satisfactory i 
the use of a phase-inverting tube. This system takes 
advantage of the fact that the amplified al ternating 
voltage appearing across a resistance load in th e plate 
circuit of a vacuum tube differ 1 0° in phase from the 
applied alternating grid voltage that cau es i t. The 
circuit is 0 arranged that the alternating voltage ap-
plied to the g rid of one of the balanced amplifier tubes 
is passed through one more stage than that applied to 
the grid of the other, this additional tage having an 
amplification of 1: l. Thus the grid of the two bal-
::mccd amplifier tubes receive vol tage 1 0° apart in 
phase but equal in magnitude. 
A practical circuit of this type is tha t incorporated 
in the present amplifier and illustrated by figure 3. 
For economy of space a type 53 twin-triode tube is 
used instead of two eparate similar tubes. Tlus type 
53 tube consists, in cffect, of two identical t riodes, each 
having a voltage amplification of about 20. The fir t 
of these triodes is in serted directly between the high-
gain amplifier and the grid of the upper of the two bal-
anced amplifi er tube . The second receives i t inpu t 
from a voltage-reducing tap on the plate 1'C istor of the 
first, amplifies this voltage, and applies i t to the grid 
of tbe lower balanced amplifier tu be. Tbe two bal-
anced amplifier tubes thus receivc grid voltages that 
arc 1 0° apart in phase and, wh on the voltage-reducing 
tap feeding the second half of the type 53 tube i 
properly adjusted, are equal in magnitude. 
A similar result might be obtained by elimin ating the 
type 53 tube and feeding the grid of one of the balanced 
amplifiers from a suitably located tap on the plate 
resistor of the other . This arrangement would , of 
course, sacrifice th e volta.ge gain of approxima tely 20 
tha t occurs in the type 53 tube as now used . Th e 
choice of method employed thus depends somewhat on 
the amplification nece ary in a given installation. 
OUTPUT METER 
One of the greatest sources of annoyance in the oper-
ation of the older equipmen t was the frequ ency with 
which the highly delicate 0 to 5 milliampere thermo-
element al ternating-current milliammeter was burned 
ou t by momentary overload. The ou tput meter used in 
the new equipment was desiO"ned to overcome this 
trouble a lld consists of a 0 to 500 microampere dil'ec t-
CLllTen t mi roammeter op rated by a eparate hea ter-
type thermoelemen t . This combination gives a full-
scale reading with a current of 25 milliamperes through 
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the heater of the thermoelement and has a maximum 
safe current carrying capacity of 40 milliamperes. In 
series with the heater, which has a resistance of 10 ohms, 
i placed a fixed resistance of 300 ohms. The purpose 
of tllis re istance is to prevent distortion by making the 
total 1'e istance of the meter circuit large enough to 
act as a reasonable load for the ou tpu t tu bes of tlle 
amplifier. The exact value o[ the resistance used i 
not cri tical. No difference in performan ce of the am-
plifier excep t it light loss in over-all sensitivity could 
be detected when the 300 ohms used was increased to 
1,000 ohms. Resistan ces less than 300 ohms were not 
tried, as no great increase in ensitivity, or any other 
benefit, could be expected from their lIse. 
Although the present meter is only one-fifth as sensi-
tive as that employed ill the previous equipment and 
the sen itivity is still further reduced a slight amount 
by the addition of the series resistance, the amplification 
of the new amplifier is sufficiently greater than the 
older one that the actual sen itivity of the equipment 
from hot wire to meter reading is not decreased. 
Furthermore, the ruggedness of the meter is so much 
greater that no trouble whatever from meter burn-out 
has been experienced in service. 
POWER SUPPLY 
The apparatu of reference 3 was entirely battel'Y 
powered, requiring a total of tlu'ee G-volt storage bat-
teries, 1,200 mall storage celis, three 45-yolt dry bat-
terie ,and four 4.5-volt dry batteries. The grea t bulk of 
tilis voltage supply equipment, together with its \\-eight, 
its comparatively short life, and the almost constant 
effort required to keep it in good working condition 
made it llighly desirable to use an altern a ting-culTen t 
power upply, r ectifying and filtering wherever neces-
sary. The new equipment occupies approxim ately 
one-tenth the volume of the old plate yoltage supply 
battery alone, weigh 0l11ewhat Ie s, has almost un-
limited life, and requires little or no attention. 
H IGH VOLTAGE 
Two separate transformers, rectifier, and filters are 
used to supply the high direct-curren t \-oltage for 
plates and screens. One of these sets takes care of the 
requirements of the high-gain stages und the phase-
inverter stage; the other fmnishe only plate yoltage 
for the output stage . Both supplies ht1 w the same 
output voltage, namely, 400 yolts direct current , bll t 
diITer in other re pects . 
The power upply for t lte high-gain t1ncl phasc-
inverter tage is provided with taps giving 50 yolts 
direct current and 250 volts direct current for screens 
and illgh-gain amplifier plates, respectively, as \I'ell 
a. the full output of 400 volts for the phase-inwrter 
plate. The filter for thi supply consists of three 
40-henry GO-milliampere chokes 1111(1 ,} toLll l of I flO 
mlcrofnrads of fil Lcr ca pacitunce, arranged as shown 
in fi.gure 3. The rectifier tube lI sed is a type 80 high-
\'HCUUm full-wave rectifi.er. 
142283- 37-2 
The power supply for the output stage differs from 
the above-described supply mainly in the amount of 
filtering provided. Since the output stage has in itself 
very little umplifica tion, and particularly because it 
is not followed by any other amplifier, the filtering 
necessary to keep the luun at the de ired low level is 
mu ch loss than in thc cuse of the h.igh-o-ain stages. 
Two 20-henry chokes capable of carrying 200 milli-
amperes arc II ed in conjunction vvith 31 microfarad 
of capacitance arranged as shown in figure 3. 
It will be noted that series resonant circuits are 
employed in tills filter as well as the usual pi type 
low-pass sections . These series circuits are resona n t 
at 120 cycles per econd, the main ripple freqllency 
of t he rectifier's output wave; and their pw'pose is to 
increase the filtering efficiency without the use of large 
values of capacitance and inductance, particularly tho 
latter . 
LOW VOLTAGE 
The low yolLage necessary for cathode heating in the 
new eq uipment a re uppliecl from the 1l0-volt alter-
nating current power line by step-down tran formers 
or windings on the illgh-voltage trnn formers, instead 
of by storage batteries. Tllis change results in a con-
siderable reduction in weight and bulle 
It was thought that exce ive hum might be intro -
duced by tills change, but tests of the completed ampli-
fier have shown that the total hum, both from this 
somce and from the high-voltage supplie ,i too low 
in magnitude to be mea med by the output meter 
eyen when maximlU11 amplification is used. 
Low voltage, of the order of 50 volt, for the screen 
grids of the illgh-gain tube i obtained from the high-
yoltage power upply. The method of obtaining screen-
grid voltage for the fir t tage differ from that u ed in 
the second and third. The rea on for this diITerence i 
di cu sed in the ection of tllis paper dealing with the 
effect of the power upply on the amplifier character-
istics . 
The last portion of the power supply proper is the 
grid bias y tem. Here dry cells or dJ-y-cell batteries 
arc u ed a in the previou equipment. The retention 
of batteries for tIns purpo e i j u tified because of their 
long life in slIch service, their compactne s, and their 
low internal re istance compared to any practical sub-
stitute. In almo t all cases the dJ'ain on the bia bat-
teries in the new equipment has been either completely 
eliminated or substantially reduced 0 that greater 
battery life may be expected thnn before . 
VOLTAGE REGULATIO 
The use of rectified alternating-current power sup-
plie with amplifiers capable of Hlllplifying yery low 
frequencies lends to unexpected d.iffieulLies when the 
power supply is Opel'll Led from cOlllmercial power lines . 
III addition to gradual changes of voltage, wllich ar e 
annoying in that they cause corresponding changes in 
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amplifi('r s('nsiti\' ity, sllch lin('s usually carry quite 
rapid voltao-e fluctuations, ca II ed by witching t ran -
sients and other load inegularities, which have fre-
qllencies high enough to be amplified by the amplifier. 
Sllch iluctuations of the line voltage may produce an 
('xcessively high and variable noise level, or dangerou ly 
large transient in the amplifiC'l". For this rea on it has 
been found nece sary to provide voltage regulator 
brtwe('n the nominally l1.5-yol t alternating-cml"(,l1t line 
:l nd tll(, power stlpplie of the amplifier. 
Two types of regulation are used. First, a COI11I11(,1'-
cial automatic yoltage regulator entirely removes th(' 
slo\\" changes in line voltage and reduces the tran ient 
changes to a low magnitude. econd, a lllanual co n-
trol of voltage, in the form of an autotransformer having 
a practically contulllOusly ynriable voltao-e ratio , in-
serted in the line between the automatic voHao·e regu-
lator and the power supplies, takes care of voltage 
change due to line and po\\"er-supply heating and 
make po ible in tentional voltage change. These 
two type of voltage regulation aL110 t completely elimi-
nate all line voltage trouble, making the amplifier inde-
p('nd('nt of line condition as long as th(' lin (' Yoltag(' 
r('mains between the limits of 90 to ]30 \"o lts. 
MECH ANICAL ARRANGEMEN T 
In the design of the apparatu con iderable attention 
wa given to mechanical lay-out. It was desired to 
haw in the completed equipment a tool that might 
be u ed \\'i.th maximum com"enience by one operator. 
At the same time it \\"a nece ary to observe certain 
pr('cHutions in the matter of electrical hirJding and 
pO\H'r-supply location . Ea e of repair and main-
t('nanc(' also entered into the problem to a con iderable 
('xtent. The result of eompromi e between the e some-
times conHicting fa ctors is the apparatus illustrated by 
figures I and 2. Figure I is a photograph of the entire 
equipment as used, including a mall cathode-ray 
oscillograph not properly a part of the as embly. 
Figure 2 i an outline drawing howing the panel lay-
out or the equipment. 
Two separate tll1its arc used. That on the left in 
both figures consi ts of the amplifier ancl all control 
(brectly associated with it, as well a calibrating and 
t('stillg" eq uipment. That on the right contai ns th(' 
power-stlpply eq uipment n nd controls. 
Both units ,ue a embled on standarcl steel relay 
racks taking p,)I1el 19 inches in width and multiple 
of 1 3~ inches ill h('ight, with n horizontal clearance of 
171 ~ inches between \'ertical rack members. All 
;lpparatus i mounted from its panel, and (,Hcll indi-
yidual panel, \\"itlt its as, ociatcd apparatu., may b(' 
l"emoyed as a unit for inspection or repair. Tbe 
app,HHtu behind enelt pan('l, in the ca e 04: the amplifier 
rack, is fitted with a metal cuse or dust coyer, ,d uc h 
also nC1S ,1S a lucId nO·Hinst st ray electrical fi elds in the 
rooill. The apparatus on the pow(,l'-stlpply rack is 
covered by one large dust coyer suppor ted from the 
rack itself and removable a a unit. Tlus general 
method of con truction is one that has been widely 
u ed in the telephone and other communication field. 
It gives compactness with a maximum of acces ibilit)~ 
and require a minimum of fl oor space. 
The amplifi er panel carries tlu'ee direct-current 
milliammeter , the amplification control switch, and 
the fine adjustment for balance of the output stage. 
By means of a plug-and -jack arrangement it is po . ibl(' 
to measure the pIa te cm l"en t of the yarious tu b('s 1.1 ino-
the t in-ee meter proYicled. Input and output con-
nections to the amplifier are likewise made by mean of 
plug and jacks. 
The arrangement of the amplifier behind the panel 
is such that all grid and plate lea ds arc wry short and 
each stage i separated from the others by aluminum 
shield. All grid and plate leads arc kept a far as 
po ible from the metal sluelding to reduce the 10 of 
amplifica tion a t high frequencies . All power-supply 
leads are nm in sluelded cables \\'i. th the luelds grounded 
to t.he amplifie r framework at frequent intervals and 
a re kept w('ll a way from the grid and plate lead of 
the tubes to reduce the possibility of lHim pick-up. 
Thc inpu t lead to the amplifier i also sh.ielded, and the 
shielding i grounded, both to reduce pick-up of tra y 
field in the room and to pl'C\-ent coupling between input 
and output circuits of the amplifier. The possibility 
of such coupling i still further reduced b)T taking input 
and output leads from opposite ends or the amplifier. 
The compensation-circuit panel carries a four-dial 
O- IO,OOO-ohm decade 1" sistance for compen . ation ad-
justment, as well as a double-pole, double-throw, locking 
push-button . wi tch arranged to conn ect either the 
compen ation circui t or n, 5,000-ohm resistor to the 
amplifier, the re i tor being usecl for amplifier calibra-
tion. Behind this panel, supported by a bakelite shelf 
in a large aluminum box, is the compen ating coil. As 
much space a possible was allowed around the coil in 
oreler to preyen t excessi,e reduction ot it efl"ectiye 
ind uctance by the metal shield. Attempts to operate 
with no shiclding were un uccessful becau e of the tray 
field pick-up of the large compensation coil. Thi 
trouble wa experienced in tbe previou amplifi ers al 0, 
but to a much Ie er extent because of the malleI' 
amplification of that equipmen t. 
Below tbe compen ating-coil panel 1 that of the 
poten tiometcr <md control apparatus. H ere, con,eni-
ently grouped in Olle ::;pot, arc all the controls and meter 
l1('cessary 1"or rOlltin e opemtion of the equipment wi tIl 
the exception of the compensation adj u tment, which 
is within cas)' reac h on the panel abo\'e. The II e of an 
arrungemen t such as this eHects a wor th-whil e saying 
in time and efrort. 
The apPcln,tus on the panel is as 1"ol1o\,"s: From left 
to right in the top row, the alternating-current micro-
ammeter indica ting tbe CUlTen t inpu t from tll C c" librn,t-
iJl~ oscilla tOl": th(' three-e1inl d ('cade 0- ] ,000-01lm 
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re i tance of the potentiometer for etting the heating 
current and measming the mean voltage drop across 
the wire; and the direct-cmrent microanllneter used, 
in conjunction with a thermoelement, as the output 
meter . In the next row are the galvanometer for 
indicating ba.lance in the potentiometer circuit; the 
coal' e adjustment of heating cUTrent; a direct-current 
milliammeter for rough indication of heating clUTent; 
the fine ad justment of heating cUTrent ; and the clirect-
ClUTent mjJliam.meter used to indicate balance in the 
output stage of the amplifier. The bottom row con i ts 
of the combined galvanometer and reference-battery 
key; a five· position, fom-gang switch to be described 
la ter ; and the jack for the output-meter key, which for 
conyenie.oce is attached to a hort, two-wire fle:--ible cord. 
The above-mentioned five-po ition, fom-gang switch 
replace the cumbersome plug-and-jack ystem em-
ployed in the earlier apparatus to control the potenti-
ometer and amplifi er input circuits. In th e firs t of the 
fiye switch positions the potentiometer and s tandard 
cell are so connected that the \Toltage of the reference 
battery may be measured. In the econd position the 
potentiometer i connected a ros a known fixed 
resi tance in the heating-battery circuit 0 tllat the 
cmrent through the hot-wire may either be mea med 
or set to ome predetermined value. In the third 
po i tion of the switch the potentiometer i conn cted 
across the ho t-wire 0 that the mean yoltage drop may 
be mea med. In the fourth po ition the hot-\\ire is 
connected acro s the input of th e amplifier 0 that the 
fluctuating voltage drop may be amplified and measured . 
Finally, in the fifth position , the amplifier inpll t i 
connected across a 20-ohm ]'(' istor in tIl e oscillator 
output circuit for calibration and testing purpo es. 
Thu the witch with five ettings performs the same 
functions as the ix jack and three plugs formerly used. 
Behind the control panel are mounted the tandard 
cell , the reference battery, and the variou fixed and 
\-ariable re i tor a sociated with the potentiometer 
circuit and oscillator output circuit, as \\-ell as the 
thermo element and re istor used in the amplifier out-
put circuit. Shielding between input and ou tpu t 
circuit i provided, and all apparatus is contained in 
an aluminum outer hield v,ith a remon blc back. 
The unit below the control panel is the General Radio 
type 377B audio-frequency 0 ciUator u ed for calibra-
tion and te ting. This oscillator is the one u ed with 
the earlier equipment, adapted for rack mounting. 
The last unit on the amplifier rack is a blllnk panel 
coyering space re en-ed for future exp<ll1 ion. 
The power-supply rack carries an power supp lies and 
\'oltage control , with the exception of the automatic 
\-oltage regulator, which is mounted some eli tance 
away 0 that the amplifier \\ill be less affected by the 
external field it produce. Starting nt the' top til(' first 
two panels are blanks reseryed for fu tu re UHP. The 
third unit is the power upply for the higll-gaill Ilnd 
phase-im-erter tages of the amplifier. On this panel 
are mounted an on-off switch controlling the input to 
the power supply, a red pilot lamp to indicate when the 
power supply is in operation, and a set of small jacks 
connected to the various high voltages available at the 
power-supply output. The main panel of the power 
supply is }~-inch cold-rolled steel; this heavy material 
is u ed because of the yery con iderable weight of the 
power-supply equipment. The component parts, which 
are of the "bottom connection" type, are mOlmted on 
a vertical subpanel about 2 inches behind the main 
panel and of the ame material. The space between 
main ancl subpanels is usecl for the wiring, which is 
thus protected and hidden. 
In order to reduce the external alternating-current 
field of the power supply, all chokes and transformer 
are enclosed in very heavy cast cases of high perme-
ability iron alloy and as much of the wiring as possible 
is confineel to the pace between main and subpanels or, 
in the instance of output and input leael , to the in-
terior of the channels forming the vertical members of 
the rack. 
The fomth unit i the power supply for the outpu t 
stage. This unit difrers from the third unit only in 
the electrical details that haY(' heen eli cussed previ-
ou ly. The mechanical arrangement i identical to 
that of the other power llPply. The fifth unit is the 
inpllt-voltag control panel, and carrie the main 
alternating-current power switch, a pilot lamp, the 
manual voltage control autotransformer, and an alter-
nating-current voltmeter that indicates the input 
voltage to the pO\\Ter supplies. The ixth unit is a 
enrice panel carrying ew~ral outlet for altema ting 
and direct current, und a buttery-charging outlet. The 
last panel carries a 2.5-volt transformer which upp lies 
heating cmrent for the output stage filament. On the 
face of the panel are mOlUlted a witch, a pilot lamp, 
and an ontlet that allows the 2.5 volt alternating 
current to be u ed for any purpo e. 
A mentioned preyiou ly, a sheet-iron dust coyer 
enclo c the rear of all apparatu on the power-supply 
rack. This cover also provide OIlle shielding in ad-
dition to the iron ca e of the indiyidual component 
of the power upplies. Further hielding i obtained 
by enclo ina- all leads connecting the two racks in 
grounded lead-foil coverings. 
PERFORMA CE 
Tlic important features of the performance of the 
complete equipment are " ummarized by tht' two curve. 
of figure 5. 
In compari on with the performance of the pre,ious 
equipmen t (fig. 9 and 11 of reft'rence 3), it i een that 
ome improvement ha been eHected in the ffeq L1cncy 
characteri tic of the uncompen ated amplifier. The 
new apparatu ' maintnin it amplification con tant to 
3,000 cycles per second, whereas the old(' r amplifier 
started to lose amplification aL about 1,600 cycles per 
econel. 
----, 
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"If:U Hr. 5.-Frequency characteri<iic of apparatus. 
The comparison between the compensated frequency 
characteristics of the two sets of apparatus i not 
quite 0 favorable. Because of the unavoidable de-
crea e in the eA'ective inductance of the compensa-
tion coil, caused by proximity to its shielding box, the 
1"e onant frequency ha been lowered from 4,000 to 
3,500 cycles per seco nd. This fact., together with other 
effects probably due to the u e of a power upply 
having high internal impedance compared with the 
ston1ge cells formerly u cd, causes the frequ ency charac-
teri tic to depart from the ideal at a somewhat lower 
freqllency tban before. The height of the resonant 
peak, however, has been reduced and it is felt that the 
slight acrifice in frequency chal'acteri tic performance 
is of1'set by the increa cd reliability and u ability of the 
apparatus. 
Other feature of the performance, not eviden t {'rom 
the curves hown, are a ixfold increase in sen iti ,ri.ty, 
" 'wch allow the use of a more rugged meter without 
loss in eIrective sensitivity, and an improvement in the 
constancy of amplifica tion control setting ratio 
II. POWER-SUPPLY DESIGN 
In the selection of a power- upply system for an 
amplifier there i no doubt, from the standpoint of 
electrical design, that batteries, particularly storage 
batteries, oIrer the best results. The co t, the bulk, 
and the problem of maintainino- a ba ttery power supply 
make it desirable, however, to de ign an alternating-
CUlTen t opera ted powel' supply that will give sati fac-
tory electrical performance. 
For cathode heating, alternl1ting curl'en t of the proper 
volb1ge may be directly applied to the hea tel' o{' tile 
inciir('ctly ileltteci cl1Lhodl' type LUDCH nlld successful 
performance obLain ecl even in bigh amplifictLtion tlIH-
plificr. In the outpu t staooe of t he amplifier, directly 
heated cathode tubes are generally satisfactory. The 
only precautions neces ary are: grounding of the Z 1'0 
potential point of the heater supply circuit, shielding 
of the upply wire to the tube ocket, the u e of some 
discretion in the placement of these upply wires relative 
to grid and plate wiring in the amplifier, and the u e of 
magnetically well shielded transformers located some 
distance from dlO amplifier and of ample capacity for 
the load to which they are connected. 
The de ign of the high-yoltage upply is a more com-
plicated matter. It divide itself more or less naturally 
into two p11a es. First, the treatment of th e problem 
peculiar to the power supply itself, namely, the provi' ion 
of sllfficien t filtering and pOlVer capacity. e ond, the 
consid ern tion of t he effect that the power supply will 
iHwe on Lhe cll aracteri tics of the nmpli:fier, entirely 
tlpart from the possible introduction of hOlm and noi e. 
The e pJHlses will be disCll sed eparn,te \y. 
FILTE R DESIG 
A rectified alternating-cun-ent power supply consist, 
in general, of a transformer to rai e the commercialli:ne 
vo ltage to thc required high vol tage, rectifier to change 
t hi s high voltage from alternating curren t to pulsating 
direct current, and a filter system to remove, as nearly 
a pos ible, all thcse pulsation , leaving only a purc 
<Ii rcct CUlTcn t of the de ired high vol titge. 
INDUCTANC I, I NPUT F I LTE R 
1Iany types of transformers, rectifiers, and filters may 
be used in various combination, but certain combina-
tions arc more common tllftn others. Of these the most 
I ] 
(n) Schema! ic cireui L diagram. 
(b) " oILagc relations. 
FlIil"H!': 6.-rrhe inductance input filter . 
common is the single-pha e full-wave transformer and 
rectifler working in conj1.l11ction with an inductance 
input filter. This type is shown in flgure 6 (a). Th e 
ou tpu t from the sy tem con i t of a series of vol taooe 
pulse having twice the frequency of the alternating 
current supplied to the transformer. i: eglectino- the 
minor en'eets of vol tage drop in the rectifier ancl 
LmnsfOl"lllCr IC/l,blge reactance, those voltnge pulses 
;\pproxlmaLc til fl \Htpe of ilrebes of sine waves, as hown 
in fig1.ll'e 6 (b). 
---~ 
r-
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If the inpu t inductance of the filter Ll is m ade 
sufficiently lar e to sa ti fy the in equ ality 
(1) 
l\'llOre wL I i the r eac tance of Ll to lowe t frequ ency in 
rectifier ou tpu t; 
ED, load resis tan ce into which the fllter works; 
eae, ampli tud e of the lowes t frequ ency eomponent 
in th e r ectifier ou tpu t voltage; 
ancl ede, direct-current voltage in rec tifier ou tput ; 
a fairly COllstfLll t inpu t curren t to the fil ter will be 
main tainecl. nder thi condition the vol tage acro 
0 1 will fluctuate only slightly about a valu e equ al to the 
average voltage of the rectifier ou tpu t pliise (Hg. 6 (b )). 
The ac tion of L2 and O2 is to r edu ce still fur ther the 
magnitude of th e fluctuation. It i possible to redu ce 
the (luctuation componen ts to a mall a por tion of th e 
total output voltage [l.S m ay be de ired by making 
L 1, L 2, 0 1, and O2 sufficien tly large, or by adding similar 
sections. 
A suming that the inpu t inductance i large enough 
to ati fy relation (1 ) , th e re idual fluctuation compo-
nents in the filter ou tput m ay be computed wi th suffi-
cient accuracy by consid ering th at the outpu t yoltage 
waV"e, e;, from the rectifi er has the form giyen by the 
Fourier erie 1 
2e( 2 2 e =- 1-- cos ?wt - - cos 4wt 
, 7r , 3 - 15 
2 ? 
-35 cos 6wi . . ... 1 - ., co nwt), (2) 
- n-
where e i the peak value of alternating-current yoltage 
applied to rectifier , 
w=27rj, 
and j is the upply-voltage freq uency. 
The output waye or the form hown in eq uation (2) 
may he applied to the Jilter under consideration , and the 
network olved for the va lu e of the componen ts in the 
filter output by th e lI sual m ethods for com.plex networks. 
Thi proc<.'clul"e is somewhat laborious, hOll"e\" el" , a nd 
sufftcient accuracy may be ob tain ed by mean of a 
simplified compu tation. 
Assuming that the reactance of each serie indu ctance 
is large compared wi th the r eactance of the preceding 
and following hun t capaci tance an d tJl at the reactance 
of the output capaci tance is mall compared with the 
load l'e i tance, the follo\\~ing expreSSIon is approxi-
ma tely true, 
e" 
- , 
ei 
where e; i. the magnitude of a given alternating-curren t 
component applied to filter ; 
eo, magnitude of th e am e component at the out-
put of the ftlter ; 
'TI , Ilumber of sections in the fil ter ; 
---
I 'fhis is lhe Fou rier ex pansion of the balf-sine wa ,'e shown in fi g. 6 (b). 
Ll to L,,, series inductances; 
0 1 to Cn , shunt capacitance ; 
and { is the frequ ency of the compOI1(']1 t, under con-
sideration. 
For the two-section filter of figure 6 (a) equation (3) 
becomes 
(4) e" 1 e;= w4L IL 2C/X 
I n the application of the pr('ceding approximat<.' 
equations the magnitude and frequency of each com -
ponen t of the rectifier output may be ub ti tuted in 
turn, and the re ultan t magnitude of th is ('omponent 
in the output from the fil ter obtained. In order to 
simplify this procedme, equa tion (2), giving the magni-
tude of the component of the rectifier output , may be 
written in tabular form as follow , by giving th e direct-
current output voltage the value l.00. 
TABLE I 
VOLTAGE RELATIONS IN SINGLE-PIIASE F U LL-WAVE 
RECTIFIER 
Root mean square a . e. yoltage applied to each rectifier __ _ 
The d . c. output voltage at rectifier terminal ___ _ 
Peak value of lowest frequency a. c. component __ 
Peak value of eeond harmonic of lowest frequency a . c. 
component ___ ________ _____ _____________ _ _ 
Peak value of third harmonic of lowest frequ ency a. c. 
eomponenL __ ___________ _ 
Frequency of lowest frequency a. c. componcnt- __ 
Frequency of supply Yoltagc __ _ __ _ 
1.11 
1. 00 
O. 667 
0.133 
O. 057 
2f 
f 
I n table I it will be noted that the low<.'st frequency 
component has a frequency twic<.' that of the upply 
FIGURE 7.-SchemaLic circuit diagram of capacitanco input filler 
yol tnge. in ce in mo t cn e the upply will he from 
the u lHll 60 cyel<.' p<.'r second lin<.' , thi, lo\\" <.'st fre-
quency component ,,-ill ha',(' a frequellcy of 120 cycJ<.' 
pel" econd and the next two higher frequency com-
ponent will have fr<.'qnencies of 240 and 360 cycle per 
second. In view of the fact that the amplitude of the 
higher frequ ency component decrea e, rapidly with 
increase in order, while the moothing action of th<.' 
fi lter increa e a the 2n power of the frequency, it is 
generally sufficien t to con id<.'r only the lowe t frequ ellc~' 
component of the rectifier output in computing the 
filter performance. 
CA PACITA CE I P UT FILTER 
Anoth er type of rectifier and filter combination often 
u ed is th e single-ph a e full-waw ]'ectifi('r and capaci-
tance inpu t filter , for which a typical schema tic circui t 
diagram is given in figure 7. The advantages of this 
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armngement, in comparison wi th the inductance input 
system, are an approximately 25-percent increase in 
filtering action from a given amount of inductance and 
ca pacitance and a considerably higher direct-culTen t 
output voltage for equ al al ternating-culTent inputs to 
the rectifiers. The disadyan tage are the poor voltage 
regulation of the ystem under a varying load, and the 
increased load on the rectifi er tubes. N ei ther of these 
di adyantages i eriol! when the rectifier and filter 
are to be used to supply l1igh voltage to a ligh t und 
constant load, such as that o rTered by the high-aain 
stages of a tu rb ulence mea. uring ampli fLCr. 
The ac tion of a capacitance input filter i somewhat 
difrerent from that of the inductance in put type in 
respect to the wave form of the vol tage applied to the 
first inductance. I n the inductance input filter this 
yoltage depend only on the rectifier, wh ereas in the 
capacitance input fil ter it also depends on the capaci-
tance of the input condenser . 
Earh time the altern atina-curren t voltage applied to 
a rectifLCr a.node reaches its peak valu e, the inp\lt con-
denser Oi charge to this same value. Then , a the 
alternating-current vol tage at the rectifLer fall , the 
condenser discharges in to L J until the other rcctifler 
anode reaches i ts peak potential a,nd the condenser is 
charged again. ince duril1g most of the cycle tbe 
condenser is more po itive than either rectifier anode, 
the rectifier current flow for only a short time. D ur-
ing the discharge period of the condenser it yoltage 
drops at a nearly uniform rate becau e the inductance 
LJ tend to draw a constan t current . The re ult of 
this action is t11at an approximately saw-tooth voltage 
\nl.ye form is applied to the inductance L j • 
In orcl er to compu te the action of the filter under the 
above-outlin ed condi tions, i t is necessary to a sume 
that tlle impressed wave form ha a true saw- tooth 
hapc with a peak ampli t\ICle eq\l al to Lil e peak ampli-
t\lc1e of the alLe l'nating-c1ll'ren t voltage applied to the 
rectifie r. T il i vol tage, e;. can Lhen be con idered Lo be 
fC'jJres('nted hy the Fo uri er series 
e { 2 ( . l. ? 1 . , 
e; = -- 1+ O.R SJn wt --:; S1l1 _wt + -3 S II1 ,3wt -l · 7r W , L ~ +--wCiR L 
. .. .. +~ sin nwt) }, (5) 
where e is the peak value of alternating-cu rren t voltage 
applied to rectifier ; 
Cj , 111put capacitance; 
RL • load resistaJlce; 
and j, supply voltage frequency. 
Th e accuracy of the assump tions on which equation 
(5) is ha ed increa es a the voltage variation across Ci 
decreases, fo r instance, as C i and/or LJ are increased, 
bllt in the \\"0 1' t cases likely to be enco un tered in 
pracLicC' the equation will till give result of sufficient 
accuracy fo r most p urposes. 
It is pos ihle to compute the magnitllcl e of the residual 
fluctuations in the outp\lt voltage from the ftlter by 
soh'ing eq1ll1tion (5) for the magnitllcle of the fluctua-
tion components in the voltage applied to L j and then 
using equation (3) exactly a in tllC case of the indllct-
ance input filter. The fact that the direct-current 
Ol.ltput from the rectifier a.nd Lll e ratio of the fluctuation 
compo]) en ts to this direct-current voltage both depend 
on the magnitude of C j ancl RL complicate the pro-
ced ure somewhat hy making it impo ible to reduce 
equation (5) to a. simple table, a equation (2) wa 
reduced to table 1. Equation (5) m\1 t be solved using 
the values of Cj ancl RL that apply to the particular 
problem. 
RESONANCE FJI.TE R 
A third type of filter to he con iclered is that in which 
resonant elements are used. Filters of this type find 
their greatest application where economy of weiaht is 
important, or where considerations of voltage regulation 
make it desirable to usc low-resi tance series induc-
tances in the filter circuit. Very low resistance in the 
serie inductance is generally accompanied by low 
inductance, unless unusually large reactors wound with 
large wire arc u eel. If the series elements are made 
parallel resonant at the lowest frequency present in the 
rectifier ou tput, it is pos ible to obtain high attenuation 
to tlus frequency from comparatively small values of 
inductance. Alternatively the shunt clements of the 
filter may be made eries resonant to the main fluctu-
ation frequency and a similar efYect obtained. 
The principal disadvantage of such resonant filter 
arrangements is that the large attenuation is obtained 
only at the resonant frequency. The higher frequency 
fluctuation components are attenuated comparatively 
li ttle and may reach the output of the ruter with large 
amplitucle. A fLU'ther disadvantage is the fact that the 
inductallce or an iron-core coil, such a a filter reactor, 
depe nds 011 the di rC'cL CULTent throllgh the coil. ince 
this direct cllrrent is likely t,o be variable the inductance 
1I111'y also Vl1l'y, mnkilJO' it impossible to keep the resonan t 
clement reso nant at the propel' frequency. 
For these reasons it is generally best to employ 
resonant filter elements in conjunction \\'ith ordinary 
cries and shunt filter clements so that they do not bear 
all the burden of filter action. It is also advisable to 
u e series resonant circuits shunted acro s the filter 
network, hecause such circuits carry no direct current 
and are thu free from the cletunina effects of load cur-
ren t changes. The fliter used in power supply 2 for 
the output stage of the amplifLer of figure 3 is an ex-
ample of the com hination of series resonant and ordinary 
ill tel' elemen ts. 
If 1'e onan t fLIter clemell Ls are combined with ordinary 
rilLer elel11C'llt. so that ,111 inducta ll ce or capacitance 
illj)llt fillC'l' is fonnC'd, lhe l"esultllllL lleLwo rk may be 
01 "ed for Lhe mnglliLucio of tho II Llctull,Lion com-
ponents in its output voltage by assuming the input 
I , 
I 
____ J 
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voltage to have the form given by either equation (2) 
or equation (5). 
If a resonant element forms the filter input the com-
putation becomes more difficult . In general, i t will be 
nece ary to determine the shape of the inpu t wave 
form from an oscillograph record. 
CA PA CITAN CE R ES1STAN C E FILTE R 
A fomth type of fu ter th at is occasionally used is one 
composed of re istance and capaci tance clements, in-
stead of inductance and ca,paci tances. The chief appli-
cation of tbis type is to power supplies to give fairly high 
voltage and small emrent. Its advan tage are economy, 
compactness, and small external field, all of wbich are 
due to the fact that no filter inductances are used. Its 
disadvantages are the need for higher transformer volt-
ages for a !riven direct-current output voltage and it 
poor voltage regulation under variable load. Since 
uch filters are not ordinarily used with a varia ble load, 
the voltage regula tion i not of great impor tance and i t 
is usually best to u e a capacitance input to the fil ter , 
thus increasing the direct-curren t voltage ob tainable at 
FI GU RE B.-Schematic circuit diagtam 01 capacitance input resistance-capacitance 
filter . 
the filter input from a given transformer alternating-
current vol tage. Figure 8 shows uch an arrangemen t. 
The computation of the smoothing action of this 
arrangement may be carried out by assuming the inp ut 
vol tage to have the form gi,-en by equation (5) and 
solving the network, consisting of R, R2 . . . R" and 
0 1 O2 ••• 011 , for the fluctua tion components of the 
output voltage by the usual methods. 
Assuming the re istances of Rl Rz, etc., to be large 
compared wi th the reactance of 0, O2, etc., it. is po -
sible to derive a simplified formula, similar to equation 
(3), the general form of which will be 
Po 1 
ei wI! (R,R2 ••• Rn) (O,Oz .. . On) (6) 
In the in tance of the two-section filter of figure 8 thi 
equation becomes 
eo 1 
e~= w2R,R20,C~' (7) 
F ILTER PERFOR MAN C E 
Regardle s of th e type of futer involved, i ts suitabili ty 
for a given purpose depends on the magnitUde of fI uctua-
tion voltage allowable, which in turn is controlJ ed by the 
magnitude of the lowest useful amplifier input voltage . 
In the case of tmbulence measuring equipment, 0.001 
volt migh t be set as the lower limit of the range of 
voltage to be measured, and it would be de irable to 
keep the effect of power- upply hum, at the amplifier 
output, less than }~o the reading produced by tbis 
minimum input voltage Em;". 
The most important point of introduction of hum in 
th e amplifier i in the plate circuit of the fir t tube, and 
the voltage introduced here is equal to the hum com-
ponent of the plate current mul tiplied by the coupling 
resistance of the first tube. That is, 
E IR Eac 1h= cE" 
dc 
( ) 
where Eh is the hum voltage across Re due to plate 
power supply; 
I , plate current of first tube ; 
R e, coupling resi tor of fir t tube; 
Eae, magnitude of principal fluctuation com-
ponent in platc voltage; 
and E ae, the direct-cmrent plate voltage. 
M aking allowance for possible hum from other sources 
by the usc of the factor 100 instead of 50, and for thp, 
fact that the input voltage is amplified by the first tube 
before i t reaches the point where the hum is introduced, 
the relation between minimum input and maximum 
allowable hum may be 'written as 
(9) 
where Eh i the maximum allowable hum yoltage 
max 
across R e, 
E"';n) minimum input voltage, 
and At, amplification of fir t tage. 
By t be u e of equation (2) or (5) with (3) , ( ), and 
(9) it i pos ible to determine whether or not an exi ting 
rectifier and filter, or a proposed design, will give 
sati factory 1'0 lilts. A an example of such a deter-
mination, consider the power. upply for the higb am-
plification tage of the amplifier described in this 
report . 
T hi power upply ha a three-section inductance 
input fil ter with an output of 400 volts direct current 
at 0.016 ampere, working from a full-wave single-phase 
rectifier . Fir t, the value 
L ,=40 hemie , 
RL =25,000 (0.016 ampere at 400 volt ), 
w = 27r (120), 
and e(lC = 0.667 (from table I ), 
eele 
arc found to ati fy relation (1). Thi re ult indicates 
tha t eq ua tion (2) and table I may be safely u ed to 
repre ent the input waye to the filter. From these 
i t i determined that the principal fluctua tion freq uency 
of 120 cycles per second (for 60 cycle per second power 
supply) will have an input peak magnitude of 267 volts. 
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The ratio of the magnitude of this fluctuation in the 
filter output to it magnitude in the input will be given 
from equation (3) by sub tituting the values L 1, L 2 , 
and L3 = 40 henries, 01 and O2= 0.00002 farad, 03= 
0.00004 farad, and w= 27r (120), and is ~= 5 .35 X 10- 9• 
et 
From thi the value 1.43 X 10- 6 volts peak is obtained a 
the magnitude of the principal hum component in the 
output from the filter. The ratio of this component 
to the direct-cmrent output is then 
Since a r sistance voltage divider is us cd to reduce 
the 400-volt direct-current output from the filter to 
the 250-volt plate voltage for the first t ube, the hum 
component will be reduced by the same ratio as the 
direc t curren t an d the foregoing ratio will rem ain the 
Th . eae Eae S b · . I . .. san1e. at 1 , -=Ef· U Stitutlllg t lIS ratIO 111 
ede de 
equation ( ), with 1 = 0.001 and R e=200,000, gives 
E h =7.15X IO- 7 volt peak, or 5.06X 10-i volts r . m. s., 
which i the hum voltage at the output of the first 
tube. 
Substituting this value in equation (9) using A1 = 100 
a the amplification of the first stage, and 0.001 volt as 
the minimum voltage to be measured, the relation i 
satisfied and no measurable hum should be expected in 
the amplifier output. T e ts of the completed amplifier 
verify t his cOll clu ion. 
In the design of a transformer, rectifier, and fi lter 
combination, various factor innuence the choice of 
t he components u ed. In this discussion of the prob-
lem, only the full-wave single-phase rectifier will be 
considered, because thi is the most common type. 
In connection wi th the fil ter , li ttle nerd be said except 
that the con den ers should be of ample voltage rating 
for the voltage to be used and that the ftl ter reactors 
should be capable of maintaining the de ired induc tance 
when carrying the direct curren t required from the 
fdter. GenernJly, if the direct-currcnt voltao·e doc not 
exceed 400 volts, electrolytic con den er will be atis-
factory and have the ad vantage of compactness . 
If tIle peak vol tao-e encountered by tbe conden er 
exceed 400 volt, a might be the ea e of an input 
conden er in a capacitance input ftlter, it i be t to u e 
paper dielectric condensers with con tinuous service 
direct-current voltage ratings at least l. 5 time the 
peak voltage. 
The filter reactor chosen hould preferably be 
magnetically hielded by heavy ca es of ea t-iron alloy. 
In the selection of the reactors due regard should be 
given to their resistance, as well as inductance, espe-
rially if the filter works in to a va ria ble loftd. Further-
more, it is well to minimize the cfIect of load varia tion 
,1 much as po ible by the usc of a fairly 10w-1'e istance 
voltage divider on the filter output, and it is ne es ary 
to consider the current drawn by this re i, tor, a well 
as the load curren t to the amplifier, wh en determining 
the required current carrying capacity of the reactor. 
There i little choice available in the matter of 
rectifier. Two general type may be had in the sizes 
suit,able for usc in power supplies of the type under 
discu sion, namely, hot cathode mercury vapor recti-
fiers and Jl igh vneuum thermionic rectifiers. Of the e 
types, the first should be avoided, ul1less its large curren t 
capaci ty and low voltage drop arc necessary, becau e 
of its tendency to produce high-frequ ency disturbances. 
Tubes such as the type 0, 3Y, or 5Z3 ,,-ill prove sati -
factory and the choice between them depends only on 
the voltage and current requiTed from the rectifier 
mter sy tem. 
The e high yncuum rectifiers llilxe a large and 
nu-iable voltage drop, the magnitude of which mu t be 
d termined from tlle characteristics published by the 
manufacturer. It is of importm1ce in the determina-
tion of the tran former voltage nece ary to produce 
the reql1ired output voltage from the sy tem. 
The choice of a transformer for use in a given power 
supply i based on the direct-current output voltage 
de ired, the power required, and the type of filter to be 
u eel. Assuming that an inductance inpu t filter i to 
be used, the transIormer voltage and power capacity 
can be detennined as follow. From table I it is found 
that the required alternating-curre nt volLage from 
each end of the secondary winding to the enter tap is 
1.11 times the direct-curren t voltao-e de ired, neglecting 
the vol tage drop in Lhe transformer, filter, and rectifier. 
ThereIore, to compu te the actual alternating-current 
voltage required to give the de ired direct-current 
output voltage, it is nece sary to determine these 
neglected voltage drops, add them to the de ired 
direct-culTent vol tage, and multiply by l.11. In th is 
computation it i u ual to neglect the voltage drop in 
the tra nsformer secondary and the elTect of transformer 
leakage reactance. Both of these factors arc small 
in nny good transformer. 
If a capacitance input filter is to be used, the required 
n.lternating-current voltage may be determined in tbe 
mIle manner a for the inductance inpu t filter ca e 
excep t tIl at tlle mtio of alternating-curren t eeondary 
voltage to clirert-cm-rent output voltage mu t be deter-
mined from equation (5) . Once this ratio i known for 
a gi\'en filter and load, the rectifwr and tilter voltage 
drop may be added to the desircd direct-current output 
yoltage and the req uired alternating-current voltage on 
each sid e of the secondary center tap, computed. 
The mechanical lay-out of the power supply i not 
important. The components, with the exception of th e 
rectifier tube, may be arranged in any manner that i 
com'enient. Pro\-j ion mll st he ma.de for ventilation 
in placing the roctifler tube, fmc! the tube should pref-
era.bly he mounted Yertic-ali.\'. If Lhe tube mu t be 
mounted horizon tall.\', i t should be so orientrcl that the 
Iilaments do not tend to sag toward the plate. 
1 
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III. THE EFFECT OF THE POWER SUPPLY ON 
THE AMPLIFIER 
In any multistage amplifying system there is a great 
difl'erence between the energy level of the fU'st and 
last stages and, if even a very small portion of the 
output energy is allowed to return to the input circuits, 
the amplification characteri tics of the y tem will be 
greatlyafrected. The most frequent mee/ium for such 
back coupling is the internal l'esi tance of a common 
power upply, uch as illustratcd by figure 9. H ere it 
will b noted that the internal impedance Ze of the 
power upply is common to all pIa te circuits, hence an:\' 
voltage drop ee acros Z e, cau cd by the plate curren t 
of one tube, will transfer energy to all the other tages 
in the amplifier. Since the plate CLlrrent of each stage 
contributes to the yoltage drop ee, and because energy 
is iran fCITeel to each stage by ee, the exact mechanism 
of the action of Ze on the amplifier is a yery complex one. 
IIowcyer, Terman 11a hown (reference 8) that quite 
accurate re ult may be obtained by neglecting the 
interaction between all tage but the first and the la t. 
This procedure is justifiable because the difl'erence in 
encrgy level bet\\'een any other two stage is much 
malleI' than that between thc first and la t . An analy is 
of thc action of Ze may be llllte/C quite easily on thi 
impli fied basis. 
FIGU Re 9. ·Schematic circuit diagram of multistage nmpliOer with common pf,1Ie 
" ollage supply. 
If the schematic circuit of figlll'c 9 is redrawn in the 
form of the approximate equindcnt circuit of figllJ'e 10, 
it i een that the voltage drop across the pO\\'er supply 
imped ance, caused by the amplified alternating currents 
in the last tub 
Ze 
ec= -JJ.2e2 r / .1 J> +. 
ue l 12 I P'1 
=e2L\ c= e!~ 1 ILl , 
whcr J.I.2 is the amplification factor of last tube; 
el , a. c. input yolta.ge to sccon<l tagc; 
e2, a. c. input yoltagc Lo lil,st tubc; 
R2, load resis tancc of 1<l,S t tu bc; 
l' P2' internal impedance of last tube; 
(10) 
Ail amplification bctweon ou tput of first tube 
and input to lao t tubc; 
and 
ince the impedance Ze is generally very small com-
pared with Tv and R, the voltage ee may be represented 
a a ource of negligible internal impedance in series 
with tbe plate circuit of tbe fu'st tube. 
Hence 
-p.R T 
e1=eR+r/J +ecR+1•p 
(11) 
\\'here e i the alternating-current input voltage to the 
amplifier; 
JJ., amplification factor of the first tube; 
R, load resistance of the first tube; 
Tp, internnl impedance of the first tu be; 
a.nd A, amplification of first siage, neglect.ing the 
effect of Zc. 
First stage Intermediate stages Lost stage 
r" 
I 
l A, 
Power 
supply Z 
r 
R, r", 
e" 
FiGU!IE 1O.-Appro>Jmate equivalent circuit of multistage amplifier witb common 
plate voltage supply. 
or 
Rearranging equation (ll) in the form 
eA= e'( 1-A1AcR~r) 
~=---~ 
e l-A1AcR~rp 
an expre lOTI for ~=A<, the eITectiye amplification of 
e 
the fir t tage, i obtained. For conyenience of analy is 
thi ex pre ion may be further rearranged by l11ulti-
plyinO' the right-hand term of the denominator by .el, 
d b 1'/1 + R 1 . h' fA Tl . an Y ---;;R' Wil 1 1. lat 1 , 
or 
el A A'=e =~_A 1 A--r_-p- R=-+"--"p 
I 'R + rp p.R 
(12) 
The final result is an expre ion for A., the effective 
amplification of the fir t tage, in terms of known or 
readily measured characteristics of the amplifier. 
These characteristics, with the exception of J.L, R, and 
Tp are vectors and must be treated accordingly. 
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In this connection it should be noted tbat Al and A 
will either be very nearly in phase or very nearly 1 0° 
out of phase over most of the frequency range of the 
amplifier. If an odd number of stages is used in the 
amplifier, th plate currents of the fu'st and last stages 
\\'ill be approximately in phase, and the general efIect 
of Zc will be an increa e in amplification. If the total 
Dumber of tages is e en, a decrease in amplification 
will occur. In either case the modifi cation of ampli fi-
cation is not likely to be uniform over the frequency 
range of the amplifier beeau e Zc will g nerally bo 
reactive in character and hence will change in magni-
tude and pha e angle as the frequency changes, thus 
changing A c and, through A C) the effective amplifica-
tion A . of the fir t stage. 
Three general method may be employed to eliminate 
or reduce the effect of Zc on the amplification. Fir t, 
Zc may be entirely eliminated by the use of eparate 
power supplies. Second, it effect may be reduced by 
making Zc unimportantly mall over the frequency 
range of the amplifier . Third , filters may be in erted 
in each plate circuit to reduce the common coupling 
cITect of Zc. 
The first method i , of course, the most atisfactory 
fiS far as ease of obtaining tbe desired re ult i concerned 
but has the disadvantage of requiring several power 
supplies. However, the stao-es most likely to give 
trouble are those of the high-gain amplifier, and these 
tages generally have very mode t power requirement . 
If advantage is taken of this fact and individual power 
supplies with small low-current high-voltage trans-
formers and resistance capacitance filter are used, it 
may be po sible to provide the required number of 
power upplies in the available space and without ex-
cessive cost. Sometimes it will be fOlmd that the 
desired re ult may be obtained by providing a separate 
power supply for only the first stage. 
The second method depend for its practicability on 
the fact that Zc in mo t rectified alternating-current 
power supplies bas a predomin antly capacitive react-
ance. It is po sible to make the alternating-current 
voltage drop acro s Zc negligible throughout the high-
and medium-frequency ranges and well into the low-
frequency mnge of the amplifier by hunting the output 
terminals of the power upply with suitably large values 
or capacitance. However, as the frequency is lowered, 
the effect of Zc will eventually become very evident, 
usually as a violent low-frequency oscillation of the 
amplifier if an odd number of tages i used or, as a 
marked lack of low-frequ ency amplification, if the 
number of tages i even . Because of this difference in 
the effect with odd and even number of stage, lightly 
different remedies are usua.lly employed in its elimina-
tion. 
If the number of stages is odd, th e usual method of 
attack i to add nough capacitance across Zc to cause 
the frequency at which i ts effect become troublesome 
to be lower than the lowest frequency that it is desired 
I to amplify . The amplifLer is then 0 a.rranged, for I instance, by reduction of co upling capacitance, that its 
amplification decreases rapidly for frequencies less than 
the desired lower limi t; that is, in the frequency range 
where Zc begins to have an important effect. By a 
uitable balance of the increa e in amplification due to 
the eiTect of Zc against the decrease in amplifi cation 
in troduced into the amplifier to counteract the effect 
of Zc, it is often po sible to extend the lower limit of 
useful amplification to a considerably lower frequency 
than the con tants of the amplifier circuit alone would 
indicate. 
If the number of tages i even, the only solution is 
to add sufficient capaci tance to the power-supply output 
terminal to m.ake Zc so small that its amplification 
reducing effect does not become importan t at the lowe t 
freq uency i t is de ired to amplify. In the case of 
tmbulence-mea urino- equipment, or any amplifier to be 
u ed at very low frequencie , this metho 1 requires very 
large value of capaci tance. However , since the ou tput 
voltage of the power upply is usually not over 400 
. .. ?) 
R C, R, 
e, 
R, ec Rr 
..........L 
Po wer_ Z 
supply 
'--_____ 4--< ___ ._____ ---' 
FI GU RE. ll.-Scbematic Circuit diagram or mull.isLagc aUJplifier with COllmon plate 
voltage supply and '·deconpling" filters. 
volts, it is generally possible to use electrolytic capaci-
tors and thu obtain large values of capacitance without 
undue bulk or expense. 
Generally, it will be fOlmd necessary to provide a 
separate power supply for the final stage of the y tem 
becau e of the comparatively l a.rge drop across Zc pro-
duced by the large alternating-cmrent component in 
the plate current of thi tage. Power supplies for the 
remaining tages may be provided a convenience or 
nece si ty dictate. U ually if an excess of amplification 
exists in the sy tem, a, was the case in the amplifier of 
ngure 3, the desired performance may be obtained most 
easily by connecting even numbers of stages to the same 
power supply. If no amplification may be sacrificed, it 
may be necessary to arrange the circuit so that each 
power supply serves an odd number of tage . 
The third method for eliminating the efl" ect of Zc, the 
use of "decoupling filters" is illu trated by figure 11 
and by the approximately equivalent circuit of figure 
12. This method depends for its operation on the 
insertion of a resistance R po in series with each plate 
circui t, an 1 the use of capacitances OF connected be-
tween the junction of the load resistors R, R I , R2, etc., 
with RF , and the zero potential side of the ircuit. 
l 
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The flmction of the capacitors OF is to provide a low-
impedance path to grolUld for the alternatinO"-cul'l'ent 
components of the plate ClU'rent of each tube. The 
ilUlction of the resistors RF is to insert a high impedance 
between the bypass circuit and Z c, the common cou-
pling element of the circuit, thus helping to confine tlt e 
alternating-cID'l'ent componen ts to the bypasses and to 
keep them out of Z c. 
where RF is the resistance of "decoupling filter" 
resistors, 
and Xc is the reactance of OF=27r~Op' 
The other symbols have the same significance a in 
equation (12). If di similar resistances are used for 
the resistors Rp or dis imilar capacitances for capacitors 
OF, an equivalent, but more complicated, expres ion 
may be derived. 
I 
r i R f' , AI e, H, I" 
I I 
P, 
FIG URE 12.-Approximate equivalent Circuit of mllitis tage amplifier with comlllon 
plate ,"oltage supply and " decoupling" Oilers 
Because the decoupling filter action depends on the 
maintenance of a high ratio of Rp to Xc, this y tem 
also becomes ineffective at very low freq llencies, lInles 
large values of capacitance are u ed at 01'" The system 
is one that is widely used, however, and, if the output 
voltage of the power upply i great enough so that 
high voltage drop in Rp can be tolerated, the filter 
can be made effective a t any rca onable desired low 
frequency. The usual procedure i ftrst to make the 
output voltage from the power supply a high as is 
is economically po ible, then to drop this high yoltage 
to that needed for proper operation of the amplifier by 
making Rp large, and finally to add capacitance at 
01" until the desired low-frequency performance is 
obtained. 
If an even number of stages i used in the amplifier, 
the decoupling filter tend to give somewhat better 
results than might be indicated by equations (12) and 
(13), because as the frequency i decreased, Xc increases, 
and its bypassing action decreases. This result allows 
Rp to become increasingly a part of the load resistance 
of the stage concerned, which in turn increases the 
amplification of that stage, thus tending to oiTset thc 
The performance of the amplifier power supply com-
bination, when such filter are used, may be estimated 
by use of equation (12). It is necessary, however, to 
solve the circuit of figure 12 for an appropriate ex-
pression for Ac. II thi solution is accompli hed, 
u ing the same resi tance for both resistors RF and the 
same capacitance for both capacitors OF, it i found 
that 
(13) 
decrease in amplification which would normally occur 
due to the action of Zo. If an odd number of stages 
are used, this effect becomes a detriment rather than 
an advantage because the eHect of Zc is then to increase, 
rather than to decrease, the amplification. 
Of the three described methods for eliminating the 
common coupling effect of the power supply on a 
multistage amplifter, the first is undoubtedly the surest 
and most satisfactory, especially if extremely low 
frequencies must be amplified. The second method 
is the simplest, where practicable, and should always 
be attempted before resort to more complicated systems . 
The third method is a very useful one, especially where 
amplification at only moderately low frequencies is 
necessary. 
In the description and analysis of the action of the 
power supply on the amplifier, as outlined here, it 
has been assumed that the tubes used were triodes. 
The results may be extended to multigrid tubes 
because, in general, the extra elements are at zero 
potential to the alternating-current components of the 
voltages being amplifted, and the tubes became equiva-
lent triodes. 
, Vhen the extra element, lor example, the screen grid 
of a pentode or tetrode, mu t be maintained at some 
po itive direct oltage, it may be connected either to 
a tap on the plate voltage power upply or to a separate 
power upply. In either ca e the point of conn ction 
will have some impedance to the zero potential side of 
the circuit, and if several tubes are connected to the ame 
upply, a tate very similar Lo that di cussed in connec-
tion with the plate power upply will exist. Each tube 
will then act a a triode composed of the regular control 
grid, the cathode, and the screen grid acting as an 
anode and will have a load impedance con i ting of the 
impedance of the creen yoltage power supply, which 
also acts as a common coupling link between tube . 
FortlUlately, the condition will usually be uch that 
the amplification of the e accidental triodes will be 
quite low, and their eiTect on the main amplifying action 
of the amplifier will be till lower. The effect may 
become trouble ome, howeyer, and pro vi ion for it 
elimination hould alway be incorporated in either the 
amplifier or the power upply. ince the screen voltage 
required i usually of the order of only 50 volt, condi-
tion are ideal for the application of the decoupling 
filter method. Excellent decoupling action may be 
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obtained by dropping the full power upply oULput 
voltage down to the required ereen voltage through a 
,' ery high re i tance and by using a large bypass capac-
itance between the screen and the zero potential part 
of the amplifier circuit. Quite often it will be necessary 
to usc thi method only in the first stage of the ampli-
fier, as is the ca e in the amplifler of fio-ure 3. The 
remaining stage may u ually be supplied with screen 
voltage from a tap at the proper point on the power 
supply voltage divider. This tap houll be bypas ed 
to the negative terminal of the power upply by aery 
large ca pacitance. Because of the low voltage involved, 
electrolytic condenser are especially uitable for this 
se rVICC. 
PRACTICAL DESIG PRO CED RE 
In the design of an amplifier and power- upply com-
bination, due considera tion should be given to the 
factors discussed and every eitort be made to arrive at 
a suitable design before construction. It should not, 
however, be expec ted th at th e comple ted sys tem ,,,,ill 
prov to be free from trouble. 0 many unknown and 
undeterminable factors arc involved in uch a highly 
complex problem as a three or more stage amplifier wi th 
two or more power supplies, that the approximations 
neces ary lIsually fall hert of complete valid ity. In 
gcneral, the best that may be hoped for i an amplifter 
that may be made atisfaetory by minor changes of 
circuit constants, rllther than by complek recon-
stru ction. 
Such an amplifier having been obtained, the proced-
ure to be u cd in the adju tment of its characteri tics i 
one of the cut-and-try type. Each amplifier is a uniqu e 
problem and must be treated as such . As an example, 
the procedure in the case of the amplifLCr and power, 
supply ystem of flgure 3 will be considered. 
This apparat u was originally intended to consi t of 
three high-amplification stage operll ting from one 
powcr supply and a pha e invertcr-output stage com-
bination on a eparate power upply. Upon comple-
t ion it was found that the three-stage amplifi er had 
exces ive low-frequency amplification and that the 
l)ha c inverter-output <' age combination w:! un table. 
Dy trial it was found that the in tabili ty could be cured 
by lI sing separate power supplies. With thi end in 
yiew, the phase invertcr was attached to the ante 
power supply as the fir. t th ree stage and, in addition 
to cu ring the trou blc in the phase inverter-ou tput 
stllgC combiJl<1 tion, this change greatly reduced the low-
[req lIency di tor tion of the first three stages. 
Further )"cduction of the frequen cy distortion in the 
first [our stnges was obtained by changing the ereen 
voltage snpply circuit so that the first tube received 
its cre-en voltage through a I-megohm dropping 
re istor from the 250-volt plate voltage upply, instead 
of from the 50-volt tap on the power supply voltage 
divider. It wa found nece sary to u e a paper dielec-
tric conden er for the bypa at the screen grid of the 
first tube becau e of the large voltage fluctuation that 
re ulted when an electrolytic condenser, with its more 
variable leakage resistance, was used. For the 100-
microfarad bypass condenser across the 50-volt tap 
[or the screen voltage of the other tubes, electrolytic 
condensers proved a tisfactory . 
T e ts now indicated that the frequency haracter-
i tic of the complete amplifier y tem was ati fa tory, 
except for a sligh t 10 s of amplification at the lower 
frequencies, but that the over-all amplification wa 
excessive. By a reduction of th amplification at the 
grid of the four th stage, thu at the sa me time producing 
a reduction of thc urrcnt through Zc, it wa possibl 
to bring the over-all amplifica tion to the de ired level 
llnd to improve the frequ ency characteristic. The final 
result is illustrated by fi gure 5. 
CO CL um G REMARKS 
It is hoped that the material pre ented will prove 
useful to others fa ced wi th the problem of de igning 
similar apparatus. No a ttempt has been made at an 
exhaustive treatmen t. The aim, rather, has been to 
presen t, und er one cover, ufficien t data so that a person 
no t particularly familiar with the design of uch 
appara tu may proceed on a soun I basis. For addi-
tional information the reader should refer to any of the 
tandard works on comllllmica tion engineering , for 
in tance, reference 
NATIONAL B REA OF S'l' ANDARDS, 
lFASJII NGTON, D. C., jl.Jarch 1937. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle I Velocities 
Force I 
(parallel 
Designation I Sr;:::- Linear Designation Sym- to axis) Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular bol symbol direction tion hal nent along 
axis) 
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Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1= qbS Om= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
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[ 
u p 
Z~X Pitch ____ (J t' q 
X~Y Yaw _____ if! w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface hy proper <;uhscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
pD, 
V', 
V s, 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= rD4 pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient OQ= 9 ns 
pn .If 
P, 
a" 
1/ , 
n, 
Power, absolute coefficient CP -- -~TY> 
5 r t~s pn LF 
Speed-power coefficient=~ ;)n~ 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helL"" angle=tan-1(" 1- ) 
:!,7rrn 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb./sec. 
1 metr c horsepower= 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h.=0.4470 m.p .s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 Ib.=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lh. 
1 rni.=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808 ft. 
